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Abstract
This paper describes teaching of basic simulation principles as well as underlying fundamental knowledge about a problem which is necessary for building simulation models, making simulation runs, and analyzing results. These aspects of teaching simulation are described from the perspective of using spreadsheet software – a simulation tool available at almost no-cost in all academic institution. Examples of types of exercises and projects for solving problems in fields of production control and planning of manufacturing operations, and Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing. Project requirements for students to fulfill learning objectives of forming important professional abilities of engineers and technologists. Learning advantages of working with spreadsheets and influence on teaching environment and difficulties encountered on different stages of simulation exercises are described.

1. Introduction
In science and engineering, the relationship between previously acquired knowledge, reasoning ability and structured problem solving techniques has been investigated extensively. Engineering thinking is not only about solving a technical problem, but also about explaining why a particular solution to a problem is the best. During formation of engineers and technologists, the meaning of a studied subject, its applicability to real world situations, and creation of future situations that may employ this subject, all need to be understood by students using three basic avenues:
- conveying the knowledge to the student by the teacher
- student’s own learning and reasoning built on previous experiences
- student’s creativity fostered by instructor and appropriate activities

In the field of applied engineering in particular, the problem solving ability based on achievement of stated objectives, often regardless of tools and means used, needs to be based on an underlying knowledge called technical rationality. Technical rationality is the traditional base of engineering knowledge and skills that is thought to remain a cornerstone of all technology-related professions. In recent years, due to the general availability of high-tech learning aids, methods of teaching this engineering knowledge base have undergone substantial changes. However, conveying the knowledge to the student by the teacher will most likely
remain the primary mean of developing the technical rationality in future engineers and technologists.

The widespread availability of engineering and business software has created a tremendous opportunity for improving learning efficiency for the second and third item of the above listed learning avenues. This opportunity has created another positive learning effect by adding to the traditional instructor’s role as knowledge deliverer, a role of learning mentor (an inciter and monitor of student development). It is generally accepted (as well as widely contested) that a lot of education constricts creativity. That is partially due to the fact that people having a lot of education always tend to refer to the body of knowledge possessed and ways of problem solving as they were taught. It is therefore desirable that software used for teaching engineers be very flexible and easily adaptable to a wide variety of tasks. The variety of tasks includes also applications for tasks that were not foreseen by software developers. They can be created and refined by software users based on software capabilities (calculation software, simulation software, FEA software, etc.).

2. Learning objectives and use of software

2.1. Professional abilities

Learning objectives of higher education in general \(^6, 7, 8, 1, 5\), can be summarized as a set of important professional abilities which engineering and technology students should develop while attending university:

1. perform procedures and demonstrate understanding of techniques
2. develop plans and establish procedures
3. access and manage information
4. think critically
5. solve problems
6. verify solutions
7. conceptualize, design and create
8. communicate

With the exception of abilities number 4, 5 and 7, software can be a learning aid and tool for all the other abilities from the above list. Use of software as a tool not as a final outcome, can broaden and enhance the learning process or slow it down and narrow in scope. A narrow specialization inevitably brings about a risk of not thinking in terms of a whole system, and a difficulty in communication with specialists from other disciplines. It may lead towards disregarding a possibility of different or inventive solutions.

2.2. State-of-the-art tools or basic principles

There are strong voices in academic community calling to provide solid interdisciplinary knowledge to all graduates of university technical programs \(^8, 9, 10\). Such an approach to teaching is not fully compatible with immediate needs of employers, but benefits long term goals of national economy as a whole \(^6, 7\). Therefore, a narrowly focused technical training (presently highly popular in teaching software tools) is not a primary domain of academic education. It is
more important from university education point of view to emphasize inventiveness and good algorithms to solve problems rather than perfecting how to solve a problem using a particular engineering tool (e.g., software). For the same reason that understanding is emphasized over remembering in teaching physics and mathematics, ‘know-how’ must be emphasized over ‘know-a-tool’ in teaching engineers and technologists. Spreadsheets are probably the best example of software that fits very well into category of versatile and widely used tools. They are flexible in building customized solutions and are accepted by almost all professions within business community. Nonetheless, due to ever progressing complexity of engineering tools, elements of specialized training also need to be included, especially in curricula of engineering technology programs, in order to provide graduates with ready to use skills \(^6, 11, 12\).

3. Spreadsheet simulation problems

3.2 Goals

Although performing simulation is one of the secondary capabilities of spreadsheets, they can be successfully used in a wide variety of applications. This flexibility and a relatively short learning time, are viewed as the key points in this application. As compared to canned software, spreadsheets are characterized by the lack of just few right ways of solving a problem. That lack of rigidity is a great asset from an instructional point of view. The emphasis can be placed up front on the essence of a problem, approaches and solutions. Each subject of a simulation students are required to design a spreadsheet for is previously covered in a traditional way, using theory and equations. As explained later, for some projects students use canned software before they move to building their spreadsheet solutions. Various simulation exercises as well as individual and group projects were developed and used in Engineering Technology courses at Central Connecticut State University. The underlying goal was to teach students the following concepts:

- basic probability concepts
- random numbers
- randomness of input variables
- probability distribution types governing changes of input variables
- output sensitivity to variability range of input variables
- Monte Carlo simulation
- variability of results for a given length of simulation run
- necessary length of simulation run
- repetitions of simulation runs

The last three concepts are taken one step further to perform analysis of simulation results and to decide how many runs and/or repetitions are ‘good enough’. This is done in two subsequent steps

- Without giving a precise guidance to the students about criteria of what is considered a ‘good enough’ solution (convergence results must be presented graphically)
- After submitting results of the first step, students perform simplistic risk analysis of their solutions. They are given a cost function for the deviation from what is considered a ‘good solution’, and a cost function for length of simulation runs. Results must be also presented graphically.
3.2 Courses and project examples

The following are the examples of simulation projects conducted during the past three years in Manufacturing, Mechanical and Industrial Systems specializations at the School of Technology at CCSU.

3.2.1 Computer-Aided Planning (junior level ET course)

- Simulation of tossing one coin and tossing multiple coins. Use of simple formulas available in math textbooks. Use of random number generator. This first simulation exercise is done with an aid of previously prepared spreadsheet. Known answers, hence ease of explaining length of simulation (example in Figure 1).

- Simulation of a queuing problem. Arrivals are assumed to be random, not Poisson-distributed. Problem is based on approaches from 14, 15. Sometimes students can also bring similar problems from their workplaces, which are then solved in groups.

- Simulation of inventory. Basic deterministic inventory models assume constant demand and reorder lead time. Simulation project uses the demand and the reorder lead time as probabilistic variables. Solving inventory simulation problems is also based on the approach from textbook 14. Firstly, students solve inventory simulation problem using a dedicated POM software, and plot their findings about number of runs using a spreadsheet that they design on their own. Secondly, students compare results from their simulation spreadsheets to the results from POM software and plot the findings.

- Preventive maintenance planning problem. Similar approach to the above described simulation of inventory.

- Tool replacement policy. Also similar in approach to the above described simulation of inventory.

Figure 1. Example of a result from a simulation exercise of tossing one coin and tossing multiple coins. Excel spreadsheet was used for simulation and plotting.
3.2.2 Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (junior level ET course)
- Simulation of a coordinate tolerance stackup problem. Initially, students define the problem on paper through drawings and equations, and solve for worst case scenarios using upper and lower deviations of each dimension. This initial phase helps later in validating the limits of their spreadsheet solutions. The second phase consists of building a spreadsheet that includes randomness (uniform distribution) of dimensions within their tolerance zones. A little more realistic triangular distribution for the dimensions is also given as the next stage. The triangular distribution used is a simplified one, dividing tolerance zone into ten regions. The third stage of the second phase consists of using a different distribution for each dimension (for modeling purposes SQC data from a production environment is used). The third stage is yet to be completed successfully, mainly due to time constraints of the semester.

4. Learning process outcomes and difficulties encountered
Observations from the above mentioned spreadsheet simulation projects.

Learning advantages of working with spreadsheets:
- need to conceptualize, develop plan of work, look for information, create and verify
- additional practice in use of equations for solving problems with no clearly defined steps to be followed during spreadsheet building stage
- substantial reduction of computation intensive part of projects
- ease of fixing conceptual errors and gross errors of inputs
- ease of verifying what-if scenarios and sensitivity to inputs
- portability of spreadsheet results (very well suited for group work from development to refining stages)
- better understanding of probability concepts through playing with inputs and evaluating results
- development of a feel for variability and uncertainty of results
- environment fostering student learning from each other
- formal planning of activities has a real meaning to the students while working in a group

Teaching environment positives observed:
- short learning curve for spreadsheets as compared to dedicated software
- environment fostering student learning from each other
- formal planning of activities has a real meaning to the students while working in a group
- enhanced relevance of course subject to real life situations
- better attitude towards efficient spending of ones time in classrooms and labs
- challenge to the students (exceptional work can be graded above allotted maximum grade)
- personal pride and peer recognition from creating a one-of-a-kind solution or a “cool” presentation
Teaching difficulties encountered:
- different levels of spreadsheet proficiency among students (biggest impediment to this learning process)
- weak grasp of probability concepts among students
- reluctance to learn theory – students prefer practical, ready to use solutions
- time investment in planning and developing the spreadsheet solution
- discouragement often seen after few hours of work with no visible results (students usually expect instant gratification)
- students show more persistence and dexterity in tedious learning of a procedure to be followed (eg. canned software operation), than in conceptualizing and building on their own (eg. solving problems using spreadsheets)
- when compared to a dedicated software, spreadsheet solution results are presented in not as nice a form which often creates a negative perception about validity of own work.

5. Conclusions
The use of spreadsheets for simulation exercises and projects is a challenging but very valuable application of this computer tool, which is widely available and at a minimal cost. Using this versatile tool allows for maintaining the focus on solving the problem at hand and not loosing touch with the underlying theory. Students developed better feel for variability and uncertainty of results. Computation intensive parts of the projects were substantially reduced. Even employing the “let’s try and see what happens” method, conceptualization, planning and design stages had to be done first. Group projects as well as individual projects fostered student learning from each other. The customized spreadsheet use resembles most work environments, where due to lack of resources for specialized software, problems must be solved using a popular and readily available tool. From the eight professional abilities necessary for an engineer and technologist, all have a possibility of development during these projects. Conceptualization, designing, thinking critically and verifying solutions are the abilities that benefit the most. The drawback of long learning process necessary for a sophisticated software was largely avoided. More time could be spent on ways of solving a technical problem and on its computational nature, treating computers as tools not the end result. Students experienced a need for formal planning of project activities, especially when working in groups.
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